


Translation of this article

NEC's World's first graphics display controller LSI  (issued by Nikkan Kogyo Shimbun on 2/20/1981)

Second source by Intel  Achieving high performance and low price

NEC (President: Tadahiro Sekimoto) announced on the 19th that NEC has developed the world's first LSI that
integrates a graphics display control logic into a single chip under the name of "mPD7220D GDC" and will start
selling it in September.

The graphics display control logic was hard to integrate into an IC. The sales price of conventional graphics
system  implementing  600  bipolar  ICs  had  been  around  ten  million  yen  <$66,666  when  150  yen/$>.
NEC made full utilization of advanced logic design and VLSI integration technology (3mm) to create the single chip
achieving both high performance and low cost.

Intel Corporation becomes a second sourcer of the mPD7220D <iD82720>.

The fact that the American semiconductor manufacturer which has superior development capability followed the
Japanese  company  which  was  said  to  be  inferior  in  development  capability,  is  an  exceptional  case  in  the
semiconductor history both in Japan and the United States. It deserves attention.

<The rest is omitted....>

https://www.oguchi-rd.com/Accomplishment/Projects/Die%20Photo%20by%20Hugin/iD82720_20x%20Micrograph.pdf












Translation of this Fax

There is a magazine called “InfoWorld” with the same magazine name and company name. It has become famous
recently,  and  the  abridged  translation  is  published  in  every  issue  of  “Weekly  Computer  World”  in  Japan.
“InfoWorld” made a private telephone inquiry to us saying, "We would like to award NEC's 7220 GDC (Graphics
Display Controller) chip. Which NEC company should get the award?" An official of “NEC Information Systems
(NECIS)” replied, "It should be “NEC Electronics, USA (NECEL)””. Since InfoWorld's central office is in Palo Alto,
the award ceremony will be held in San Francisco. It seems almost certain that the official document will be
handed over to NECEL soon.

Because I am interested in the process leading up to this point, let me report it below.

“NEC Information Systems (NECIS)” considered that publicity as well as advertising is of course very important
for expanding APC sales. APC has been published in several magazines in the past. One of the targets of the
activity is “InfoWorld” and the article published by the magazine is attached.　The real thing is printed in beautiful
colors.

Of course, the people involved in NECIS promoted APC but apparently said "One of the reasons why it is superior
to  other  companies  is  that  it  uses  a  7220  chip.  Therefore,  the  graphics  display  is  wonderful."
A reporter from “InfoWorld” was very interested in this remark, interviewed NECEL and published an article
regarding the 7220 and APC. Then the 7220 chip was awarded.

If the 7220 chip becomes an object of commendation, naturally the winner will be NECEL. At this time, NECIS
officials showed a very interesting reaction.

After I received a private phone call today, NECIS officials were very excited and delighted to receive this award.
When I asked them the reason, they replied "We are very happy that NECEL won the award because we were
always taught, helped, and supported by NECEL about ICs and LSIs."

Americans are said to be no good at cooperation and group activities. However, if each area of responsibility is
clearly defined, it is possible to cooperate and share the joy. This has been the one of the examples.

The publication of this article in “InfoWorld”, and the expected award, not only became a good publicity that
showed the excellence of NEC's semiconductor technology and the splendor of APC based on it but also a good
opportunity to cooperate in the NEC group. I deeply realized the importance of it.

Document attached  InfoWorld  3/24/83 issue































NEC N5200 (APC)

NEC N5200 (APC; Advanced Personal Computer, exported to USA) designed by NEC peripheral equipment division

(端末装置事業部) at Fuchu plant (府中事業場) appeared at Japanese market in April 1981, one year earlier than NEC

PC-9801 designed by NEC computer technology headquarters (コンピュータ技術本部) at Fuchu plant (府中事業場)
which dominated Japanese PC market for a long time until IBM PC clone became popular in Japan in 1990's.

Both PCs implemented two μPD7220 GDCs (Graphics Display Controllers) I designed.  It is no doubt that N5200
provided a terminal design idea to Apple Macintosh later on.

N5200 installed two eight inches floppy disk drives which worked under ITOS (NEC Interactive Tutorial Operation
System) disk Operation System (http://museum.ipsj.or.jp/en/computer/ofos/nec/index.html).  At that moment,
there was  no  MSDOS (MicroSoft  Disk  Operation System) although DRDOS (Digital  Research Disk  Operation
System) existed with no Japanese front processor implementation.

NEC peripheral equipment division requested Digital Research to make graphics library called GBIOS (Graphics
Basic Input Output System).  I participated in the GBIOS evaluation handling the N5200 along with an 132
columns Kanji dot matrix impact printer installed at my laboratory.

I wrote design notes and reports by Japanese word processor and spread sheet applications running on the
N5200 since its early stage.  I was a sole person who was able to freely handle such applications because
Microsoft did not have Microsoft Word and Excel as well as Microsoft Office Suite at that time.

http://museum.ipsj.or.jp/en/computer/ofos/nec/index.html

